Year 3

Science

History or

Art or DT

Computing

Music

RE

PSHCE and MFL

PE

Geography
Aut 1

Animals
including
humans

Stone Age
Who first lived in
Britain?

How can Usain
Bolt move so
quickly?
Aut 2

Rocks
What do rocks
tell us about the
way the Earth
was formed?

Spr 1

DT – structures
How did the early
Britons make
shelters?

e-safety
Big
Robots(CS)

What music
How do
Relationships and
Swimming
would we play
Hindus
friendships
Rugby
if animals were worship?
on ‘Strictly
Getting to
Come Dancing’?
What was that composer thinking?

know you

Compare human and
physical geography
Why do so many
people go to the
Mediterranean for
their holidays?

Forces and
magnets

Volcanoes and
earthquakes

What’s the
attraction?

What makes the
Earth angry?

Art – sculpture
Can you collect
some rocks to make
a rock sculpture?

Get
blogging!
(CS, IT &DL)

Who will win
our rap
contest?

How and
Relationships and
why is
friendships
Advent
important All about me
to
Christians?

Swimming

DT – models
How can you
recreate an
erupting volcano?

We are
publishers
(DL)

What is a
melody?

What can
Health and
we learn
wellbeing
about
Christian
Food Glorious
symbols
Food
and beliefs
by visiting
churches?

Swimming

Tennis

football

Spr 2

Ancient Greeks

We love
games
(CS&IT)

What’s so
special about
five notes?

Art – sketching and
using materials
Can I capture the
beauty of flowering
plants?

Young
coders (CS &
IT)

What was that What do
Hindus
composer
believe
thinking?

Living in the wider
world

Art – techniques
Can I create a
picture using
silhouettes?

Going for
Gold (DL&IT)

How musical is
our
playground?

Living in the wider
world

Why were Ancient
Greeks ruled by their
Gods?
Sum 1

Sum 2

Plants

Local history study

What makes
plants and
flowers grow
and flourish?

Where did Boldon Pit
go?

Light
How far can you
throw your
shadow?

What do
Christians
remember
on Palm
Sunday?

and how
does this
affect the
way they
live their
lives?

Health and
wellbeing

Family and
Friends

Our School

Time

Swimming
Dance

Swimming
Gymnastics

Swimming
Gymnastics
Athletics

